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Core benefits of A7 Analytics Plattform
“Real” data
down to ns

Fast
reconstruction
of very large
datasets

Customizable

On the
horizon: apply
strategy to
long timeframe
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Deutsche Börse Group

Data Services
Powering markets with data and analytics
“Our data is used
by more than 4,200
clients/institutions”

“More than 560
information providers
worldwide distribute
our data”

“We manage more
than 340,000 data
subscriptions”

Market Data

Real-time data
Historical data
End users

Data as at January 2019

Information
providers
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Data Services
Serving clients across the globe

North America
> 70 Vendors
> 650 Insitutions

Europe
> 300 Vendors
> 2000 Institutions

Africa / Middle East
11 Vendors
> 200 Institutions
Asia / Pacific
> 100 Vendors
> 700 Institutions
Central & South
America / Caribbean
5 Vendors
> 150 Institutions

In total we serve more than 560 data vendors, 4,200
institutions/subscribers and hold over 340,000 subscriptions
Data as at January 2019
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Data Services
Product families tailored to the needs of our clients
Market Data Feeds

Fast reaction to trading signals*

Analytics Platform

Insight into market sentiment
and structure

Data Science

Explore and develop
new market insights

* For a complete list please refer to our website.
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The Analytics Platform is based on market data and optimized
for easy integration and usage
Market Data Feeds

Fast reaction to trading signals

Data optimized for
(ultra-) low
latency delivery*

Analytics Platform

Insight into market sentiment
and structure

Data optimized for
fast retrieval** and
convenient usage

Data Science

Explore and develop
new market insights

Data optimized for
Machine Learning

Analytics Workbench with API’s,
Visualization and Calculation
Data Science Workbench
Historical Market Data
Market Data Feeds
delivered in µs

*E.g. 80 µs for FESX trades level 1, 13th June 2019
**E.g. 250 ms for FESX trades level 1, 4th April 2019

Capture and enrich (T-1, real time planned)
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Our Analytics Platform offers comprehensive features

Complete un-normalized market data ready to analyze down to nano-seconds

Very fast response times via webservices, high speed API’s for R and Python
Analytics Workbench with API’s,
Visualization and Calculation

Advanced analytics like orderbook replay, metrics, customized Alogs (easy to
expand)
Historical Market Data

85 TB high quality market data available since 2014 (250k instruments, up to
6m messages per instrument per day)

T-1 day availability in beta version, real-time data planned

Hyperscale, cloud based architecture
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Live demo orderbook replay
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Live demo API / Excel analysis based on orderbook metrics
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Data Services | Deutsche Börse Group

Live demo pace of roll
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Cloud adoption

More to come: substantial developments planned for our
A7 Analytics Platform over the next years
2020
▪ A7 Platform available for public
use via GUI or high fast APIs

Expected benefits
▪ Build ecosystem
around market data
and advanced
analytics

▪ Real time market data feed
integrated in platform

▪ Insights with highest
quality based on
complete and unnormalized market
data

▪ Comprehensive simulation
environment and customized
metrics

▪ Grow capabilities to
analyze and enrich
our market data

▪ Integration of external data sets
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“Real” data down to nano seconds

Fast reconstruction of very large datasets

Easy to use and integrate via API

Thank you for your attention.
Contact
Dr. Sven Wohlfarth, Head of Delivery Management
E-mail
Sven.wohlfarth@deutsche-boerse.com
Phone
+49-(0) 69-2 11-1 8970

Contact
Dr. Hartmut Graf, Head of Data Services
E-mail
Hartmut.graf@deutsche-boerse.com
Phone
+49-(0) 69-2 11-1 2418
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Disclaimer
Deutsche Börse AG opens up international capital markets for its customers. Its product and service portfolio covers the entire process chain – from pre-IPO services and the admission of
securities, through securities and derivatives trading through the settlement of transactions and the provision of market information to the development and operation of electronic trading,
clearing and settlement systems. With its process-oriented business model, Deutsche Börse increases the efficiency of capital markets. Committed employees are the key factor for
innovation and further growth: without them, Deutsche Börse Group would not have developed into one of the most modern exchange organisations in the world. More than 5,000
employees work for the Group – a dynamic, motivated and international team.

